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About This Game

Space, VR! is a VR experience for the HTC Vive where you get to feel like you're actually in space.

Explore the Moon!
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Title: Space, VR!
Genre: Indie
Developer:
James Nye, Copeland Williams
Publisher:
Self
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7 SP 1

Processor: i5-6600k

Memory: 12 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 970 or equivilent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: requires a 64 bit architecture
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If Half Life 3 has a horde mode, it should be like this.. Project Root is sort of an open-area arcade shooter that feels like it came
from the 90's. I was enticed by what I saw, bought it on sale, and merrily jumped in. 20-ish hours later (which was in Offline
Mode and thus not displayed here), I was done waiting for it to become worth my time OR money. It's got a good arcade-y feel
to it, the objectives are (most of the time) clearly marked, and the game DOES work as intended. HOWEVER....it is heavily
marred, and I shall focus on those details.

The English is sloppy. Even one as pedantic as I can forgive the occasional mistake, but this is pre-high-school level, and it
grates on me. Some of this is presented in pre- or post-mission cutscenes that alternate between two ugly character stills and an
uninteresting story poorly presented through text. The rest of this mess is given by all the text frequently sprawled across the
bottom during the action. This is distracting at best, and often meant I had to back away from all combat to catch what was
going on before the text rapidly vanished.

And the controls....I don't know about keyboard\/mouse, but I played this on a controller, and it was not fun. There is never a
need to stop shooting. You should be shooting during the majority of the time. You need to be holding down a button to shoot.
These missions are upwards of 20 minutes each. That makes 20 minutes or more of holding down a button more-or-less
constantly, which gets uncomfortable, and the ensuing cramps disuaded me from that third mission in a sitting.

But what about aside from that, what about the gameplay? Well, there are upgrades! Upgrades that don't necessarily explain
what they do. "Elite kit: Rockets" doesn't tell me much. And these felt minor, easily forgettable, and like the points on "Whose
Line Is It Anyway?"... didn't really matter. Honestly, the game should've just left out the upgrades altogether.

The view feels too zoomed in. If you want to avoid getting shot from off-screen or rushing past an enemy nearly as soon as it
appears, you need to keep your eyes OFF of the scenery and on your mini-map. The shooting and the dodging just don't feel
GOOD this way.

Now, some of you may like the idea of infinitely respawning enemies. Keep the pressure on as you go for the objectives, right?
Well even that just feels clumsily done in Project Root. I found one of the spawn points. A ship appearing in air right in front of
me, and another instantly appearing right in front of me as its predecessor died in fire. I should not have been able to see that.
That aside, the constant enemy spawns are just an aggravating nuisance during the boss fights, which go on too long anyway.

This game's graphics and settings are also subpar. It felt a little sluggish on my quite-decent machine, despite not looking the
part of a modern game. Reducing the graphics settings yielded a result, and smooth play...but the distant background went from
fog to black abyss. A black abyss that sometimes swallowed or spit back out varioius terrain features of this background layer,
based on which direction I was facing. There's a difference between giving a game a more basic graphical style, and just poorly-
executing your visuals.

In short, if you want a budget version of a modern-day imagination of an older-style shoot-em-up that has a very open area, you
could probably do worse than Project Root. There's a gulf, however, in between that and a recommendation from me. That gulf
is hidden in a glitchy black abyss.. It's a good program ez to use.
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I got one problem with the sound drivers, stoped working i had to unistall and install again, now it's all good ^^
For a free Program is great ^^. BEEEEEST
GAAAAME
EVVVVER!!. While I found the game somewhat entertaining, it quickly became boring and repetitive. Gamepad support is
awful, I could only ever move in two directions with a controller.
Short and sweet: The game is mediocre at best, and plain boring at worst. I do like the arcade-y feel of the game, but there are
others out there that replicate that feel so much better.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAEFSECAcqE. GunGirl 2 is a pretty neat platformer about a gungirl or gundude. Other
than its pretty gory there is not much more to say, besides its free so you can try it yourself now.. What I was expecting :
- Hotline Miami \/ Binding of Isaac \/ <insert any small rpg here> roguelike game with Castle Crashers humor matchup.

What I got :
Hotline Miami : Top-Down Miami style is here but the game is slow ... so slow ... I almost felt asleep while streaming this game
to make people discover it until everybody accorded it would be better to change game.

Binding of Isaac : 6000 different powerful weapons ? The truth is : 20 powers ups you can combine by 3 with 3 slots total (20^3
= 8000). So if you are expecting Binding of Isaac like random items that can give 6000 differents weapon style and different
every game or whatever, you are not in the good direction.

<insert any small RPG name here> : I got what i was expecting. SMALL rpg. 5 stats, you can boost each level + Armor crafting
(5 slots for 5 components which are the 5 stats) + need to repair the armor. That's about it.

Rogue Like : Could have been, but the slow long start kills the fun. Maybe the daily dungeon thingy that will come later will
change my mind about it not being replayable but.. eh. Mob Generator is funny once, then you skip it anytime and revealing the
RNG kills it.

Castle Crasher humor : Even if it's not the same style, i have to admit this is the good part of the game, the voice is amazing and
the jokes are cool.

In my opinion, i should play it a little bit more, maybe it gets better but i don't feel like it and i feel cheated by the description.

Otherwise nice work for the devs, I think a lot of work needs to be done for this game to be really good and worth that much
money.. Honestly, I don't really recommend this.

The game looks cool, and has pretty decent concepts in theory. You start with a 4 hour single player campaign that is based
around breaking out of single-player and going into multiplayer; It's weird and breaks the fourth wall a lot. You have to do 4
hours of work just to find out a single command to leave the single-player mode. (and) it's cool initially but isn't very
memorable. Nothing is intuitive and the game is almost impossible to play without joining the discord advertised in game. If you
don't have discord and\/or you don't plan on frequently switching between the game and discord, then don't buy this game.

In multiplayer breaking into npc accounts for money is tedious and is more about solving riddles and doing trial and error than
hacking if that makes sense. There are missions to do like there were in the vLan (single-player) but usually you only need one
mission and you can farm it all day for money and it resets daily. There is zero point in hacking npcs yourself after like the first
2 you do because it's the same thing over and over. There are player created scripts that will solve the npcs for you and get you
the money instantly by essentially brute forcing every option. Almost every single npc in the game regardless of its tier can be
cracked using a player created script. Getting lists of npcs to crack is pretty easy and mainly consists of looking for hints in big
blocks of text.

Unless for some reason you are really big into javascript and plan on automating literally everything then there isn't much to do
besides grinding for money. Even if, making your own javascript is a waste of time. 5 people have already made the script
you've made and it's faster and better than yours will ever be.

Personally for me I don't really think it was a waste of money because I've gotten about an hour of playtime per dollar I've spent
which is good enough for me. I'll probably still play this more but it's becoming more of a chore than anything.. Best loco in the
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entire game so far 10\/10, it would be amazing if all steam locos had this amount of effort and detail. Not a lot here but not a
high price either. This will scare the poop out of your ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. I hope they keep adding more and polishing the game but
already it's pretty enjoyable for about an hour for $3.
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Utterly useless, plays hardly any video files at all. Free players like VLC run rings around this piece of junk.. well still needs a
lot of improvements.... I had some problems with load scenary JFK airport (some files was crashed or lose). Game was so fun i
bought the whole series.. started playing for a few miunets and my mouse flew thru the window.. creators. you owe me a new
mouse.

Rage simulator 2017

Would reccomend. Hime's track has been the only one for me so far and it dragged me with already. I'll commence my listening
operation.... now!. A very very funny game. I have only completed two of the three routes but i am looking forward to what is
next for the Quiver♥♥♥♥♥♥s series.. Smooth and clean UI with a simple but extremely satisfying gameplay.
A great little casual clicker easily worth the cost.. Depsite the lame-excuse-of-a-fighter-pilot AI, slightly (depending on
congnitive ability) confusing Gui, the Bizzare controls (try turning on mouse controls= trippy as heck), cheesy textures, and the
MEGA COFFEE GRINDER aspect of the game... I actually like it. SURE I can't see the end of what I'm typing when trying to
chat with other people. SO the fighter pilots are easier to kill then killing an ant whith a magnifying glass. I simply think about
the fact that this game is simply suffering from alpha blues (idk if i used that right). Maybe an update will be put out fixing
these problems. I played this game up to the point where I am ready to fall asleep, but I do hope these problems are buffed out.
FOR NOW I'll support it.
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